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Conflict is a very old phenomenon. But since last few years finally social scientists are 
able to design a particular discipline to study conflicts by various methods to find their 
resolutions. In terms of theoretical framework authors like James Schellenberg produced three 
worth reading theories namely: individual characteristics, social process and social structure 
theories1. Which provides the different dimensions regarding a conflict from individual 
characteristics to social structure? In this particular essay we would deliberate on the individual 
characteristics theory to examine its innovative approach by look into that, the same 
circumstances which develops conflict oriented individual characteristics could be the motivation 
for inculcation of conflict resolving individual characteristics? For this we would go into some of 
the historical case studies in which individuals played an instrumental role to resolve the major 
conflicts of this world. 

 

Individual characteristics theory given by James Schellenberg and other authors in their 
books clearly focuses on aggression and other characteristics such as lust, hatred and jingoism 
which are caused by aggression and become the reason for social conflicts. And to analyze roots 
of this aggression Schellenberg have included other theories by various authors from different 
disciplines such as innate aggressive human features by Sigmund Freud, Darwin’s point of view 
of biological change, role of social organization in human aggression, learning for human 
aggression and psychoanalysis for social learning as a reaction for human aggression and conflict 
etc2. But as mentioned earlier, there have been individuals who faced terrible circumstances but 
still went to develop positive characteristics. This provided for resolutions to many conflicts. If 
we look at Freud’s idea that conflict aggression lies in the human instinct and it is hard to mold 
them to avoid conflict but there are examples like Rosa Parks who approached a nonviolent and 
non-aggressive way of protest for the resolution of a conflict in U.S. called achievement of equal 
rights for all the races despite facing such worst conditions in the shape of imprisonment on not 
to leaving the bus seat for a white man and loss of job. And emerged as beacon of peace and 
equality3. This is an example of how aggressive characteristics could be molded into tolerance. 
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There are questions with other theories for human aggression as well such as social 
biological factor for aggression in human nature. Social biologists believe that in animal’s 
aggression from social organizations and in human nature it comes from the interaction amongst 
the different cultures. 4They have given the example of Australian aborigines and North 
American Eskimos had learnt art of war-fare after they came in contact with western cultures. 
But there are examples which prove that if an individual comes in contact with individuals in 
high conflict zones and if a meeting environment is created in a positive manner, individuals 
could bring out positive interpretation of the negative events. This could be an instrumental part 
of conflict resolution in that particular zone. In this context there are organizations holding 
various street sports tournaments for the sake of bringing out the positive characteristics of 
individuals participating in those tournaments by making them interact with individuals of other 
conflicting party. There are examples in Northern Ireland where catholic and protestant children 
play street football tournaments by making mix teams comprised of catholic and protestant 
children5. Same example is of Israel and Palestine where Arab and Jewish youth participate in 
these kinds of events6. Another case study is of Olaudah Equiano who was born in Nigeria in 
1975. He got kidnapped at the age of 11 and was brought into slavery. But after getting away 
from freedom, he took inspiration from his dark past and went onto writing an inspirational 
autobiography that reflected on the horrors of slavery. He actively participated in anti-slavery 
movements. His autobiography went on to inspire the 1807 act of the British Parliament against 
slavery. He is an emblem for promoting peace and human rights7. 

 

Moreover, we can look into the social learning psychoanalytic theory by Sigmund Frued. 
In which he explain that human aggression is not only innate but it could developed through 
early social learning. He says in this what matters is that you’re family relationship, your 
relations with your parents and your relations in society. He further mentions a point in a nutshell 
he tried to give that idea that if a person faced an environment which is not healthy so a human 
might lead to aggression and expressed that in his or her future. But after analyzing the case 
study of Equiano who faced unhealthy and suppressive environment since his early childhood 
but instead of expressing aggression he had chosen the intellectual way of peace and resolves the 
conflict from which he suffered himself. So it clearly shows that it is not necessary that a person 
only develops characteristics which lead to aggression and then to social conflict. And those who 
develops aggression in their personalities there aggression could be neutralized by indulging 
them in different social learning programs and specially children should be indulge into social 
learning programs so that they could interpret the depressive situation for their motivation to 
progressive future and to achieve that look into their positive individual characteristics which is 
already in there subconscious. To prove this hypothesis, let’s have a look at the theory of 
psychology called cognitive behavior theory by Dr. Arron T. Beck.  
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He divided his theory into three parts called A B C. A defines the active event, b stands 
for the believe which a participant has about that event and c stands for the consequence of that 
event. So basically this theory says that if an event is depressive for a person but if that people 
believe remain positive so he could work on individual characteristics which could be 
instrumental for conflict resolution instead of fueling the conflict. For example: 

 

Situation One – Negative Perspective: 

A - Mary is walking down the street, and her friend Sarah walks right on by. 
B – Mary thinks, “Oh Sarah is such a jerk.”  
C – Next time, Mary ignores Sarah. 8 

 

The “B” may or may not be true. There is another possibility, where Mary calls Sarah out 
on her name calling and Sarah in turn apologizes and they move on. This is called a ‘positive 
perspective’. Since emergence of this discipline, authors have focused on conflict oriented 
individual characteristics but in this essay I tried to give the glimpse of conflict resolving 
individual characteristics which could be the focus area of authors of this field in the future. 
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